LASER
TATTOO
REMOVAL

Thank you for choosing
Hello Sailor. We’re
looking forward to
working with you.

01253 752032

Hello Sailor 314 Church Street
Blackpool, Lancashire
FY13QE

If you have any
additional questions
about our laser removal
or any service we offer,
we’d love to hear from
you.

What you need to know before
your session.

The more informed you are
about the process, the more
realistic your expectations will
be. We advise you to research
before making your decision.

How should I prepare?
Do NOT expose the skin to U.V
whether sun exposure or tanning
beds for at least 4 weeks prior to
your appointment.
Protect the skin from sun exposure
with sun creams SPF30+ before and
between sessions but DO NOT use
sun blocking creams within 24 hours
of your appointment.
Do NOT wax, epilate, pluck or thread
the area before (or between) laser
session. Shaving is ok.
Do NOT wear perfumes, deodorants,
essential oils etc before your
appointment.
Do NOT use microdermabrasion or
chemical peel treatments for at least
a week prior to your laser session.

What does laser treatment
feel like?
You’ll probably hear varying opinions
on how laser treatment feels, but it’s a
very personal experience. It’s no
worse than getting a tattoo!

How long will it take to
remove?
Everybody’s skin is different. Removal
factors depend on your personal
healing time, skin type and the actual
inks used in your tattoo.
Some colours are easy to remove
whereas some will take a few extra
sessions. Be aware that if you are
opting for complete removal as
opposed to fading prior to a tattoo
cover up, it will take longer. As will
larger tattoos that cover a greater
surface area.

What should I bring?
You might find these pre-session tips
helpful.
•

Loose fitting comfortable clothing

•

Plenty of water to keep you
hydrated

•

Cash for your session and
aftercare as we are unable to
take card payments.
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